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Abstract: Security and Privacy are the major concerns in the current trends of cloud environment. Securing the data
and applications from the intruders, Hackers and internal attackers has become a challenge. On the other hand
Preserving the privacy of users is also became a challenging task. Most of the cloud based service providers are
providing high level of security but privacy of user is done only once at the authentication level. Many of the
applications such as Salesforce.com, Google, and Amazon etc are using two factor authentications (TOTP). In this
paper we have proposed secure cloud authentication architecture to deal with privacy in cloud applications, by using
periodic two factor authentication in cloud systems.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Adaption of Cloud computing has increased drastically in
all industries. All the applications are migrating into the
cloud based applications. This kind of change is happening
because of services provided by the cloud vendors. The
major service that is always looked by the customers is
security and privacy. Privacy of information through
authentication is being considered as vital task. Providing
security requires more than user authentication with
passwords or digital certificates. [1]. Customers can get
trust in cloud vendors if they address how they are
maintaining privacy and security of sensitive information
in the cloud. There exists a problem of cross-data
exchange as data has been stored in a multi tenancy
framework. This raises the question of privacy of data
when sharing the data in the cloud environment.
Privacy is one of the aspect that need to be dealt in cloud
computing, both in terms of legal compliance and user
trust, and privacy needs to be considered at every phase of
design [2]. Privacy means protecting user information
from intruders. A privacy breach is not acceptable in cloud
environment it may lead to a great loss to the cloud
vendors. Privacy control allows the person to maintain a
degree of intimacy [3].

process to ensure the user about the privacy of data is
through two factor authentication.
2. TWO-FACTOR AUTHENTICATION
In the present trend most of the transactions are done
through digital mode. Transactions such as banking, retail
orders, transportation etc. and doing transactions over a
digital medium has become a natural phenomenon; this
has brought huge challenges to the organizations that are
providing the services. Stakeholders are expecting
transactions to be secure and provide privacy for their data.
From the time OTP has come in to picture, it has been
used as one of the authentication level in doing the
transactions. OTP has gained huge popularity and almost
all applications are using OTP as additional level in
authentication process.
A one-time password is a key value pair that is created
every time a user login or request any transaction which
require valid user authentication to complete the
transaction. OTP are used only for digital systems and
these are valid only for one transaction or login session.
OTP‟s are incorporated in number of applications and also
used in two factor authentication.
By implementing authentication, it can ensure that
system's resources are not obtained fraudulently by
illegitimate users [6].

As data is growing exponentially in cloud, data security
and privacy has been considered a major issues that
hamper the growth of cloud computing, if it is not dealt
with proper process. Various attempts have been made in
the past to safeguard the privacy of the individual or
agency trying to utilize the services being provided by the The advantage of OTP is generating dynamic password in
contrast to static passwords, and these code cannot be used
cloud [4].
for replay attacks. Even if Hackers or intruders capture an
Users must guarantee for feeling that privacy of data has OTP that was already used for some transaction, that same
OTP is not valid for other transactions, so they cannot use
been ensured in cloud environment [5]. One of the
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it again, since it will no longer be valid OTP. OTP‟s has
become a mandatory for almost all transactions which are
done through online or digital medium. Every person is
equipped with a digital gadget which can receive text
messages and also these have replaced to remember the
password to login into the systems.

In 2011, Google has started offering OTP to mobile and
landline phones for all Google accounts. [8] OTPs are
delivered either as text or via automated call.

3) Mathematical algorithm to generate new OTPs
(Randomly).

For this to work, the clocks of the server and user system
must be roughly synchronized (the difference can be plus
or minus 1 time interval). TOTP is based on HOTP with a
timestamp replacing the incrementing counter. The current
timestamp is converted into a time counter (TC) by
defining the start time (T0) and counting in units of a time
step (TS). For example:

Among the above mentioned generation of OTP‟s timesynchronization based are most popular as they are more
secure as it is maintain a clock in the electronic tokens. It
2.1 Generation of OTP‟s
is reducing the degree of vulnerability. If the user doesn‟t
enter the OTP within the specified time it gets expired and
OTP‟s are generated with various algorithms, typically no longer can the same OTP be re-used.
using randomness or hash functions. Those are used to
derive a value that is difficult for an attacker to capture The Time-based One-time Password Algorithm (TOTP) is
and regenerate them. Various approaches are available for an algorithm that generates one time password which is a
generation of OTPs, some of them are:
combination of current time and secret key that has been
shared by both the parties. This is adopted from IETF
1) Time-synchronization based - OTP;s are valid only for standard RFC 6238. And it is used in two-factor
short period of time i.e., between client and server.
authentication systems. It is an example of HMAC, which
generates password with the combination of hash function,
2) Mathematical algorithm to generate new OTP based on time stamp and secret key. The timestamp can be changed
Old OTP
according to the requirement of the systems.

There are some electronic security tokens that are used to
generate OTP‟s such as small gadgets with small display,
these gadgets are embedded with software to generate
random tokens and these tokens are already liked with user
in the application servers.

TC = floor ((server_time (now) – server_time(T0)) / TS),
Other systems consists of software‟s that runs on mobile TOTP = HOTP(SecretKey, TC),
phones, and some systems generate OTP at server side and
send them to user using SMS messaging. And some TOTP-Value = TOTP mod 10d, where d is the required
systems earlier used are OTP‟s printed on papers.
number of digits of the one-time password.
Using OTP alone is not safer; it must be used in
combination with a password or any other user identity
functionality.
In General one-time passwords are
representation of two-factor authentication (2FA) or (TFA). It forms an extra layer of security, where attackers
cannot hack the application with just user password or
using only one type of attack. One-time password
technology is often used with a security token.
3. RELATED WORK
A common mode of delivering of OTPs is text messaging.
Text messaging is directly available in all the mobile
gadgets; it has great potential to reach to consumers with
low cost of implementation. OTP through text messaging
may be encrypted using some standards algorithms such as
A5/x.
As text-based passwords continue to be the dominant form
for user identification today, services try to protect their
customers by offering enhanced, and more secure,
technologies for authentication [7].
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Default hash method used is SHA-1 and default number of
digits to be generated is Six [8].
After generating the token it is sent to user through SMS
messaging. User submits the TOTP to server. Server
checks if the token is matching with the generated token
for the requested user. If it is a valid token server give
access to the user to proceed further. If token doesn‟t
match it sends a negative acknowledgement to the user
and ask for re enter the TOTP. The token is valid only for
a specific time stamp. The token will be expired when the
time stamp is reached or the token has been used up within
the time stamp. Some server generates the TOTP
considering the delays that may occur due to
synchronization of client time, network latencies or user
delays.
This paper is a proposal to use OTP/WTP at periodic
intervals to maintain the security of the transactions and
privacy of the users. The periodic generation of OTP and
validation assure that a valid user is operating the system.
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4. PROPOSED ARCHITECTURE
The proposed architecture is as shown in figure 1. The
architecture consists of four main components: the CRM
application, the OTP generator/ Validate, the User, and the
force.com database.

Fig 2: User sign up for cloud service
4.2 Accessing Cloud Application
To access cloud services the users need to sign in using
two factor authentications. i.e., by using user credentials
and OTP/WTP. Every time user wants to enter the cloud
system, a request is generated to cloud regarding the
access. The application accepts the requests and verifies
the credentials, OTP/WTP with user database and
proceeds. Any discrepancy regarding the mismatch of
credentials and OTP/WTP, user is navigated to sign in
page. If the OTP/WTP doesn‟t match, the application
generates new OTP and the process continues until the
Fig 1: Proposed Secure Cloud Architecture
credentials and OTP are matched with the user database.
A TOTP (Time based one-time password) is a password The process of accessing the cloud application is shown in
that is valid for only a short period of time or one time use the figure 3.
within the time period. WTP (weekly-time password) is a
password valid for a week from the time of generating the 4.3 Periodic generation of OTP/ WTP
As mentioned earlier how OTP/WTP are used in two
OTP or one time use within the time period [10].
factor authentication, we have introduced a periodic check
of user credentials by generating OTP for every 30 mins
4.1 Assigning TOTP/ WTP to User
This new technique of sign up of users in to the for non frequent user and every one week for frequent
application has been enhanced with feature of OTP and users.
WTP, where administrator will decide the usability and
security based on the role of the user.
Type of Usability:
i) Non frequent users are allotted TOTP (time based one
time password) and they always gets the new OTP when
ever user want to access the system.
ii) Frequent user is allotted WTP (weekly time
password), so that the user can use the same OTP for
One week from the time of last validated OTP, so no
need to generate OTP for every time the user access
the system this reduces the workload on the system.
Administrator of the organization create the user profiles
and roles, according to the roles admin will select the type
of usability i.e. either frequent user (WTP) or non frequent
user (TOTP). After making the choice OTP/WTP is sent to
the users email id and phone number. This OTP is used by
user to sign in. Both emails an phone OTPs are required
for authentication of user. By validating the OTP of email
and SMS we are enhancing the privacy of the user and
providing security from intruders. The process of sign up
for cloud service is as shown in figure 2.
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Fig 3: User accessing cloud application
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The session time is tracked for every successful sign up of
user in to the application and periodically the system will
generate OTP to check whether the user who is using the
application is a valid user or not. If the entered the OTP is
a valid, session will be updated and user is continued to
use the application. If the OTP is not matched then the
user is logged out from the system and navigates to the
sign up page. The process of periodic checking of User is
shown in figure 4. This periodic check will assure that the
user who is using the application is a valid user and not an
intruder.

6. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE

Privacy of user‟s data and organization‟s data is the
biggest challenge in Cloud environment. By using TOTP/
WTP in salesforce.com, privacy is maintained by
periodically checking whether the user is a valid or not.
Whenever the session time reaches a particular limit i.e.
being set by the administrator OTP is sent to the user to
validate him/her self by entering the text/number sent by
the OTP server. This will make sure that the valid user is
operating the cloud application. Similarly WTP provides
the privacy for the frequent users, and to avoid multiple
TOTP while using the cloud system. In future, this
5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
proposed model could be enhanced by taking the bio
We have built a CRM application - Pharma DISCO metric or face recognition techniques to secure cloud
Service cloud with secure authentication to test this model. computing environment.
Administrator of the organization create the accounts for
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In case of representative, the OTP generation varies.
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